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Your Home Theatre

How To Get There

    In the last issue I discussed how the room layout dictates many

things for us. I formulated ideal room dimensions to comfortably

allow the number of seats we desire, and to evenly distribute room

modes so that they are neither too far apart, nor too close together

for linear bass response. We now know approximately what room

modes exist, and therefore, where their high- and low-pressure

points are (I will confirm when Voicing the room, covered in the

next issue). That information dictates where the optimal loudspeak-

er and listener locations are in the room to avoid exasperating the

existing room modes, and to offer the best soundstage. That infor-

mation then dictates where the first order reflection points are on

each surface of the room, for each loudspeaker in relation to the

primary seat and the rest of the listening area.

    Now that we know what and where our problematic room

modes and first-order reflection points are, we have information to

process in a computer for estimating how much acoustic treatment

will be needed for both, as well as to control the reverberation

times for a linear minimum and maximum curve. The approach to

solving the acoustic treatment type, location, and quantity problem

is as follows:

    1. Enter the noise reduction coefficients of the shell construc-

tion materials and methods for each surface; floor, ceiling and

walls.

    2. Enter the noise reduction coefficients for all known furnish-

ings; seats, carpet and padding, etc.

    3. Estimate what is needed to control the room modes using the

manufacturer’s published acoustic-product, noise-reduction coeffi-

cients.

    4. Estimate what is needed to control the first-order reflection

using the manufacturer’s published acoustic-product, noise-reduc-

tion coefficients.

    5. Estimate what is needed to control the remaining reverbera-

tion times using the manufacturer’s published acoustic-product,

noise-reduction coefficients.

    The noise-reduction coefficients (NRC) will tell us how much

energy we expect to be in the room. In other words, how much

reverberation will linger versus how much energy will be lost to

absorption. ASTM C423 or ISO 354 absorption test (See Issue 228

June 2018, Specifications—Meaningful And Meaningless) is the

standard test for sound absorption coefficients by reverberation

room method for typical building materials and acoustical prod-

ucts (see Photo 1). It is based on the random incident sound ener-

gy decay rate measured within the diffuse reverberant field of the

reverberation chamber. Airflow resistivity and impedance tube

Part III
Norman Varney

    This is the seventh installment in this series regarding acoustics

for the “Ultimate Home Theatre,” and part three regarding design

considerations. In the last two issues, I chiefly covered noise con-

trol and sound quality considerations for the shell and the layout of

the room. In part three here, I will discuss interior acoustic room

treatments for sound quality. 

    There are three acoustic tools we can use to control sound

wave propagation inside the room:

    The trick is to determine how much of which goes where. Actually,

it’s not a trick. It is somewhat of an art, but mostly it is science. We

are going to organize sound from its otherwise chaotic state.

    If we leave things alone, we will never receive all the informa-

tion available, never experience what the artists intended, and

never enjoy the performance potential we have invested in our

playback equipment. We’ll miss out on all the joy.

    Should we leave things alone, our room will have a unique

sound to it. It will have peculiar resonances and reverberation sig-

nature that will influence timbre, mask low-level details, limit

dynamics range, shift spatial imaging, reduce speech intelligibility,

etc. When we control the sound properly in the room, we have the

possibility of reproducing what was intended by the artists. The

goal is to have a room that does not introduce itself aurally––a

sonically neutral room. In such an environment, the artistic per-

formance, the recording engineering, and the playback equipment

can reveal their true attributes. 

    When the performance, the recording and the playback equip-

ment are all executed well, it causes the brain (see Issue 225

March 2018, “Sound—Vibration And Perception”) to go through an

ordered process: first, the auditory cortex processes the compo-

nents of the sound. Second, the frontal regions BA44 and BA47

process musical structure and expectations. Third, the mesolimbic

system activates the transmission of opioids and the production of

dopamine by the nucleus acumens. In other words, we experience

pleasure. 

Acoustic Design Considerations 

Figure 1 Three basic acoustic tools.
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Your Home Theatre

methods may apply for smaller material samples.

    We rely on tested material absorption coefficients supplied by

the manufacturer unique to the product (See Figure 2.) for each

material in the room for which sound waves may impinge. This is

usually easy to find for acoustical products, and standard building

materials and construction techniques. But for an “Ultimate Home

Theatre,” shell construction may be very complex and how much

energy is being absorbed, transferred and reflected by those sys-

tems may require MATLAB or similar to solve. In addition, there

are often many NRC unknowns such as seats*, sofas, bookcases,

etc. that have a big influence, but of which there is no data. An

educated guess must be used in these situations. It becomes criti-

cal to know exactly what material and how much area on each sur-

face each material populates. All furnishings, and even the volume

of air, are calculated for absorption coefficients.

The noise-reduction coefficients are

entered into the computer program based

on square feet of surface area used. This

is done for each frequency of every sur-

face material for which the sound wave

energy will encounter. It is easy when an

entire surface is homogeneous, which it

very rarely is. The Sabin absorption unit

values at each frequency of all materials

are totaled. Then, the reverberation time

for each frequency is obtained by using

the Sabine equation.

Wallace Sabine established the

absorption unit formula, which we call

Sabins:

Where

RT60 = the reverberation time in seconds

V = the volume of the room in cubic feet

S = the total surface of the room in square feet

A = the average absorption coefficient of the room

surfaces

Sa = the total absorption in units Sabin

A graphical representation while working on the

reverberation times might look like Figure 3.

Our goals are to control the bass frequency

response below about 250 Hz so that the estimated

computer model is as linear as possible, attenuate

the first order reflections by >15 dB SPL from 500 Hz

and above, and then control the reverberation times

so that they are between 0.25 – 0.4 seconds from

125 Hz and above, with a slightly longer decay

below 125 Hz (dependent upon room size and its

psychoacoustic effect). 

Now we know how to estimate how much

acoustic product to introduce to the room. We can

also determine what product(s) will work best for our

Figure 2 Product results from ASTM C-423 Absorption test shown in

Photo 1.

One of the largest and most com-

mon mistakes made in any home the-

atre is purchasing seats that go

above the shoulder. Though a giant

headrest may be comfy, it blocks

most all the rear sound, and reflects

most all the front sound. With such

seats, you will never hear what was

intended.

Photo 1 ASTM C-423 Absorption tests of AV RoomService’s metu Wall

Panels in a reverberation chamber (See Widescreen Review Issue 134

September 2008). Though considered a diffuse field, note the standard

requires all microphone positions to be at least 0.75 meter from any sur-

face area to insure. Data is collected from at least five microphone posi-

tions and at least 10 decays from each. This is performed twice; once

with the chamber empty, and again with the test specimen (72 sq/ft.) in

place to compare the difference of the decay times.
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particular room, but where will they work best in the

room?  In order to determine that, we need to cover how

each type works.

Absorption—Mid And High Frequencies

    Though there are other means of passive absorption

(damping, diaphragmatic, membrane, resonant, etc.),

we generally talk about resistive or frictional absorbers.

These are porous (open cell) materials with many small

intersections made from foam, glass fiber, mineral wool,

even cotton. When sound energy bombards the inter-

secting material, they move against each other, convert-

ing the sound energy into heat energy. There are also

losses in momentum due to the flow rate encountered by

the chaotic pore channels. Tightly packed densities will not allow

the air motion to do much work, so looser materials are best. There

are different densities as well as thicknesses available. Different

densities offer different frequency absorption characteristics and

different thickness off a broader frequency range by increasing

the low-frequency extension. By far, the most common acoustic

absorber is the 1-inch, 3 lb/cu ft. density fiberglass board, which

has the following NRC:

Hz.     125     250     500     1000   2000   4000   Avg. NRC

NRC    0.11   0.28   0.68   1.02   0.98   1.00   0.70

    How you mount the product and where you mount it makes a

difference. For a porous material to work, it needs to be placed

where the particle velocity is highest. The particle velocity at the

room boundary surface is zero. The material’s surface face also

needs to be a quarter wavelength in thickness in order to absorb

essentially all the incident sound for the coinciding frequency and

above, and at least one tenth the thickness to cause any signifi-

cant absorption (See Figure 4.). Therefore, resistive absorbers

tend to be only effective for the mid- and high-frequency range,

typically 500 Hz and above.

    An absorption location for the first-order reflection points is sim-

ple geometry between the sound source, each boundary surface,

and the receiver. These reflection points can be tamed with just a

2-foot square treatment for a single listening position because we

are dealing with small wavelengths, i.e. 500 Hz and above.

Absorption for general reverberation is most effective where sound

collects the most, which are the bi-corners and tri-corners of the

room, especially near the ceiling, where the distance is greater

and there are probably little if any other absorptive materials. This

is where we can fill in with various acoustic treatments to match

the desired reverberation curve. Often missed is the practical idea

of exposing the back of a resistive absorber. This naturally

increases the area of sound wave incident, as well as extending

the face of the panel further from the boundary. This can be done

with stand-offs from walls and ceilings, or as suspended clouds

from ceilings. The result is more absorption and extended frequen-

cy response from the same amount of material.

Absorption—Low Frequencies

    Diaphragmatic absorbers usually offer a broader frequency

range than their counterparts like resonators, membrane

absorbers, which usually have a high Q (a narrow and high peak)

that address a particular frequency. Such products are often cus-

tomizable for the specific situation.

    These products work best when located at the maximum parti-

cle pressure peaks for the associated frequencies. In other words,

they work in between the maximum particle velocity peaks.

Therefore, again, location is very important. We know that low fre-

quencies congregate at the boundaries, especially the corners, so

that is the best place to start to control low-frequency problems

attributed to any and all room modes. Corner treatments will offer

attenuation of all the room modes up to the limitations of the prod-

uct itself. We know that the fundamental room mode has a high-

pressure peak midway between each room boundary, so this is

often a good place for treatment (see Figure 5). The second mode

will take a bit of math to estimate its location. This procedure can

be resolved for all three axes, but it is not always needed,

depending on the issues.

Diffusion

    Diffusion should always be incorporated in the room—certainly

for first reflection points of each surround sound loudspeaker. This

will enhance envelopment of the surround sound ambient field to

sound more realistic. You can easily have too much absorption in

the room, which will sound claustrophobic and/or imbalanced, but

it is difficult to have too much diffusion in the room. When a room

already has ample absorption, diffusers can also be employed to

control first order reflections from the front L, C & R loudspeakers.

Figure 3 Representation of working on obtaining the desired reverbera-

tion curve with modeling software.

Figure 4 Resistive Absorption. Maximum velocity occurs at the surface

of resistive acoustic treatment. To be most effective, the face should be

positioned ¼ the frequency wavelength. For example; ¼ wavelength for

100 Hz. = 1128/4 = 2.84 feet. Not only would this require a lot of real

estate but would cause the room to sound dead.
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Your Home Theatre

The idea is to create a reflection-free listening area. This can con-

trol all the nasty effects of the reflections without introducing more

absorption to the space, by breaking the energy down and scat-

tering it in space and time. A reflection is a single hard bounce

where the angle of incident is equal to the angle of reflection

(Refer to Figure 1.). As with absorption of first reflection points, we

are dealing with ray acoustics, so the point locations are small rel-

ative to the listener(s).

    Diffusers can be used to add a bit more sizzle or space to the

high-frequency range if needed, and they can even be used to

widen, deepen or elevate the soundstage. There are many types

of diffusers, which we don’t have the space to describe here, but

they include geometric, polycylindrical, diffraction grat-

ing, quadratic-residue, primitive-root, etc.

    There are two facts that need to be mentioned about

diffusers as a whole. First, wavelengths versus the dif-

fuser dimensions are again, very important relations

(See Figure 6). Second, the angle of sound wave incident

to the diffuser, and then to the receiver is also critical. It

is common to see diffuser on a side wall that is blocking

itself from the oncoming waves, rendering it useless.

Reflection

    Depending on the furnishings in the room, much of

the boundary surfaces will be left untreated. We want to

mitigate specular reflections to the listeners, and we

want to control lingering decays for a linear curve. Then

we’re done. The rest of the surfaces can be left alone for

reflection, keeping a little life and openness in the room.

The room is now acoustically neutral and sounds natu-

ral.

    This covers the three basic tools available for

acoustic sound-quality control. There are, of course,

many to choose from, as well as hybrid products. This is

where experience matters—how much, what type, and

where is complex enough without adding budget,

décor, etc. to the puzzle.

    A lot of the reverberation control is going to be han-

dled by the first two acoustic treatments, i.e. corners

and first reflections, along with furnishings like seats,

carpet/pad, drapery, etc. As an example, here are actual

measurements taken at the AV RoomService Acoustic

Figure 5 Indicating that high particle pressure locations are effective for

low-frequency absorbers.

Figure 6 Depicting how different frequencies appear to a diffuser based

on their associated wavelengths. Most common diffusers only work for

high frequencies. The diffuser is invisible to mid and low frequencies.

Diffusers designed to address lower frequencies are generally much too

big for even large home theatres.



Lab. The first is of the lab completely bare (See Figure 7). The

second shows various acoustic treatments being installed (See

Figure 8). In particular is the AV RoomService Frequency

Response Panel system (FRP), which includes many different

acoustic panels to handle different objectives. They are then con-

cealed with a stretch fabric system. The last (See Figure 9) shows

an overlay of measurements using typical 3-pound density fiber-

glass board, engineered optimally. It is common to see too much

of this product installed in the room, resulting in an uncomfortable,

unnatural, imbalanced sounding room. Notice how such products

completely miss the lower half of the piano keys. 

    In the next and final installment of acoustics for the “Ultimate

Home Theatre,” I will discuss physical and electronic calibration of

the entire electro-acoustical system, or what I refer to as “voicing.”

This involves the tuning of the equipment output with the interac-

tion of the room output, so that both are free from interfering with

each other. WSR

Figure 7 The empty AVRS Acoustics Lab total average reverberation

time curve taken from 11 positions in the room (each position is the

average from five measurements).

Figure 9 Actual measurements of the same room showing what hap-

pens using typical 1-inch or 2-inch panels in Red. The Yellow line repre-

sents the room typically furnished with carpet and pad. Note the room’s

unique RT60 curve. The Red line represents optimum 1-inch fiberglass

panels. Usually we would see more treated area than this, resulting in

an even steeper and more drastic dive than shown here. Consequently,

this treatment over-absorbs above 500Hz and does not address fre-

quencies below 500 Hz at all. (middle C). The Green line represents

application of FRP engineered, broadband acoustic treatment system.

This represents a “neutral” sounding room, utilizing engineered panels

that address different bandwidths. Reverberation times can be balance

controlled in a linear fashion.

Photo 2 Configuration of AVRS Acoustic Lab with FRP acoustic treat-

ments (before fabric concealment) as represented with the Green RT60

curve in Figure 8 and 9. All measurements were taken using a decahe-

dron loudspeaker (shown in corner) and a B&K Investigator. 

Figure 8 Actual reverberation times from various stages of acoustic

treatments being added to the AVRS Acoustics Lab.  Each curve is the

average from 11 positions in the room (each position is the average

from three measurements). Red adds pad/carpet (and furnishings),

Yellow adds 2.25 inches of Extended Bass Frequency Response Panels

(FRP) to all four corners, Blue adds 1 inch FRP to the first order reflec-

tions, and Green adds various FRP to control the remaining room modes

and reverberation times.
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